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 “When health is absent wisdom 
cannot reveal itself, art cannot 

become manifest, strength cannot 
be exerted, wealth is useless, & 

reason is powerless” 
 

Herophilies - 300 B.C. 
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"The primary purpose of 
commercially funded clinical 

research is to maximize 
financial return on investment,                          

not health.”  
 

John Abrahamson  
Harvard Medical School  
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PANDEMIC OR 
 PLANDEMIC? 

INCONTESTABLE EVIDENCE & 
VERDICT FOLLOWS 
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Was the Global 
“Pandemic”  

Planned Years in 
Advance? 



Special Edition of The 
Economist titled: The 
World in 2019  issued 
23 months before the 
“Pandemic” (January of 
2018), portrays in 
inverse order, the 4 
horseman of Revelation 
chapter 6. The red 
horse rider who takes 
peace from the earth 
wears: 
 

² Surgical Mask                                                                                          
with Holes 

² Black Blindfold &  
² Corona Crown 
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The Economist (world's leading economic journal, with 35  
million social media readers) uses backward writing on this   
cover (commonly employed in occultic Luciferian worship 
circles).  The Special Edition editors chose the Red horse          
& rider, to symbolize the yet future worldwide “Pandemic,”              
in which peace was taken from the hearts & lives of billions. 
 

i.  The Rider’s Surgical Mask over both his mouth & nose            
has visible holes to make a mockery of fearful mask             
wearers who gullibly think they’re blocking viruses, when 
they’re not. Instead, Carbon dioxide poisoning & oxygen 
depravation makes one more susceptible to disease.  

ii.  The Rider wears a black Blindfold depicting public blindness.  
iii.  Lastly the Rider wears a “CORONA” style Crown, indeed a 

Crowning Deception. (In Rev. 6, this Rider wears no Crown.) 

ECONOMIST COVER ART - MEANING 
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“COVID-19” TESTING KITS MASS         
MARKETED WORLDWIDE 2017-2018 

Why did manufacturers in dozens of countries in the years 2017 & 
2018 sell many Billions of dollars in testing kits labeled “Covid-19”, 
a disease still nonexistent & unnamed? How could they possibly 
know an infectious disease  “Pandemic” purporting to impact the 
whole world would be named “COVID-19” by the World Health 
Organization (WHO), in February of 2020?  
 
Such prescience is absolutely impossible. See incontrovertible  
PROOF that these export sales occurred, on the next two slides. 
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9	https://archive.is/8g5pC  UN COMTRADE & UNCTAD TRAINS Data Base  (World Bank Platform) 



10	http://archive.is/tWO9A   UN COMTRADE & UNCTAD TRAINS Data Base  (World Bank Platform) 
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1. https://www.huffpost.com/entry/fauci-warned-of-trump-pandemic-2017_n_5e8a0548c5b6e7d76c65c8a4 
2. https://needtoknow.news/2021/01/the-literal-crimes-of-dr-fauci-dr-redfield-and-health-and-human-
services-secretary-alex-azar/ 

FAUCI - 21ST CENTURY 
PROPHET OR PROFITEER?  

Dr. Anthony Fauci in a speech titled Pandemic Preparedness                             
in the Next Administration, predicted a “surprise outbreak”                      
would occur during the Trump Administration, & the need to prepare for a 
“pandemic”. He stated: “There is no question [but] that there will be a 
challenge to the coming administration in the arena of infectious diseases”. 1  

Over many years he steered $191 billions of taxpayer dollars into gain-of-function 
research to convert the Corona Virus into a deadly bio-weapon. The altered 
“virus” fell far short of its intended lethality. This failure raises questions about the 
pathogenicity of viruses, which are not living organisms & can’t self-reproduce. 
Strategies for the pre-scheduled “Pandemic”, included fraudulent testing, grossly 
inflated case & mortality numbers, suppression of effective treatments & incessant 
propaganda to intensify public demand for the rushed “experimental vaccines”. 2  
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On Oct. 18, 2019, the Johns Hopkins Center for Health 
Security hosted Event 201, where a table-top pandemic exercise 
included the US CDC, the Chinese CDC, the WHO, the UN 
Foundation, Johnson & Johnson, Johns Hopkins Univ., the Bill & 
Melinda Gates Foundation, the World Economic Forum, the CIA, 
& the World Bank. They simulated how to manage an 
uncontrolled Coronavirus Outbreak, spreading like wildfire & 
destined to become a global pandemic.  THESE ALL BECAME  THE 
KEY PLAYERS IN ORCHESTRATING THE IMMINENT “PANDEMIC”. 

https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/about 



13	https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/07/world-bank-offered-belarus-940-million-coronavirus-loan-locked-destroyed-economy/?
ff_source=Twitter&ff_campaign=websitesharingbuttons&fbclid=IwAR1c_e8MAkikn8kH2WZSoXyMF7L9mApqA0_zVk9bui0_uUU9lBBrveqEvQs  

WORLD BANK                                     
HIGH STAKES BRIBERY 

According to Belarus President Aleksander                             
Lukashenko, in June of 2020 the World                                                   
Bank confirmed its willingness to fund                                             
Belarus with ten times more than its earlier                                        
& initial financing offer.  
 

The new offer? He states: “$940 million in so-called rapid 
financing….[however] We hear the demands… to model our 
coronavirus response  on that of Italy [a total lockdown]... 
Meanwhile, the IMF continues to demand from us quarantine 
measures, isolation, a curfew. This is nonsense…”  He turned 
down the bribe, & then publically disclosed the details. How 
many other nations, were also pressured to lock-down, & actually  
accepted a comparable World Bank’s high stakes bribery? 
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https://coronanews123.wordpress.com/2021/06/09/global-data-shows-no-excess-deaths-
worldwide-in-2020-massive-london-march-against-forced-injections-blacked-out-by-media/ 

2020: YEAR OF THE                      
PHANTOM GLOBAL “PANDEMIC” 

Recent data obtained from a highly reputed data-                      
bank shows that in 2020 the global death rate                            
saw no increase. The total number of deaths                         
worldwide in 2019 was 58.8 million, & in the 2020               
“pandemic” year, it remained unchanged at 58.8                        
million deaths. If anything, due to aging Baby                     
Boomer demographics, global deaths in 2020 proved                 
to be lower than what would normally be expected. 
 

Moreover, the annual world death rate, per-one-thousand in 
population, held steady at 7.6 per thousand in the years 2018, 
2019, & 2020. This All-Cause Global Mortality Data for 2020 
& prior years, was constructed from Worldometer’s archived 
data. If excess deaths are employed as criteria, there 
was unquestionably no global “pandemic” in 2020. 
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“A CLOSER LOOK AT U.S. DEATHS 
DUE TO COVID-19”  

https://web.archive.org/web/20201126223119/https://www.jhunewsletter.com/
article/2020/11/a-closer-look-at-u-s-deaths-due-to-covid-19 

A research article published in the Science & Technology                        
section of the Johns Hopkins Univ. Newsletter showed                           
that in the U.S., Feb-Sept 2020 “COVID-19 had no effect                           
on the percentage of deaths of older people… There was                               
also no increase in “the total number of deaths” for all ages. 
 
Every year in the U.S., there has historically been an increase of deaths 
due to all primary causes. However, during 2020 “when comparing the 
number of deaths per cause, there was  a significant decrease in deaths 
due to heart disease. Even more surprising, this sudden decline in 
deaths is observed for all other causes” without exception:  Cancers; 
Chronic Respiratory; Cerebrovascular; Alzheimer; Diabetes; Flu & 
Pneumonia; Nephritis; & Septicemia.  The total decrease in deaths by 
heart disease & all “other causes almost exactly equals the increase in 
deaths by COVID-19.” (Article was unjustifiably withdrawn.) 
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T H E  V A C C I N E  D E A T H  R E P O R T  

S T O P W O R L D C O N T R O L . C O M  

called covid deaths is without a doubt the greatest lie in history. All over the world it has been 
revealed that over 95% of all people who were registered as covid deaths, actually died from 
other causes. The Italian politician Vittorio Sgarbi exclaimed in the Italian Chamber of Deputies:1 
 
‘It is necessary to be united against dictatorships and to be united in the truth. Let's not 
make this the chamber of lies. Don't lie! Tell the truth. Don't say there's 25,000 dead. It's 
not true. Don't use the dead for rhetoric and terrorism. Figures from the Higher Institute 
of Health say 96.3% died of other diseases.’  
 
A highly respected forensic German coroner Prof. Dr. Klaus Püschel examined more than 140 
coronadalities in Hamburg at the start of the pandemic. On German TV he said that the hysteria 
around the coronavirus has been gravely exaggerated. All the people who died had 
underlying disorders and would have died quickly anyway, with or without the virus, 
according to Püschel, adding that there is no 'killer virus'. Eighty percent of patients suffered 
from cardiovascular disease and the average age was 80 years. Healthy people don't have to 
worry, says Püschel. The coroner also predicted that corona will not even cause a peak in the 
annual mortality rate, a prediction which turned out to be accurate.2 
 

 
 
While supposed covid deaths went through the roof, statistics in several countries showed that 
suddenly there are no more flu deaths. In the USA alone there are almost 40 million cases of the 

Even as supposed Covid-19 deaths went through the roof, statistics 
in several countries suddenly showed no more flu deaths. In the 
USA the usual nearly 40 million annual cases of the flu, in the year 
2020 miraculously dropped to less than 2,000. Tens of millions of 
flu cases instantly became Covid-19.  

https://www.scribd.com/document/526093394/The-Vaccine-Death-Report 
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GERMANY: NO EXCESS MORTALITY 
FROM COVID-19  

After reviewing & evaluating data from                                    
Germany’s Federal Office of Statistics,                                                  
Prof. René Gottschalk, head of Frankfurt’s                                      
Dept. of Health affirmed that: “There is                                          
no excess mortality in either the general         
population or in the group of high-risk                                         
patients  (residents of nursing homes). The death statistics                          
(daily deaths) show no abnormalities in the first half of  
2020 - in contrast to the noticeably higher death rate during 
the influenza periods in 2017 and 2018…. In his view the 
Federal Government’s unnecessary far-reaching measures, & 
lack of technical expertise has created & sustained a massive 
threat to the social & economic structures of the nation. 
 
https://www.berliner-zeitung.de/news/keine-uebersterblichkeit-trotz-corona-
amtsarzt-fordert-diskussion-ueber-die-mittel-der-pandemie-bekaempfung-li.108672 
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MORTALITY LEVELS IN 2021 EXCEEDING 
DEATHS IN YEARS 2015 TO 2020 

Countries that launched mass Covid-19 vaccination campaigns are all 
seeing a major increase in all-cause mortality far exceeding the years 
2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019 & 2020.  This excessive mortality is clearly 
traceable to the world-wide vaccination drives. See England’s data below. 
 
Former Pfizer VP 
Mike Yeadon predicts: 
 

“I think it’s highly                                                                                               
likely that the next                                                                                                
[booster] phase will 
involve death on a  
scale which will 
dwarf the claims of  
“Covid-19 deaths to 
date.” 

https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/excess-deaths-in-2021-point-to-depopulation-agenda/ 
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In the USA, excess mortality in 2021 has                
been running about 50% higher than in 2020.        
However, for persons aged 25-44 & 45-64                  
it’s running about 85% higher; & for those              
under age 25, it’s nearly 100% higher.  
  
In 29 European countries excess mortality                  
during the last four months of 2021 for                  
persons aged 65-74 is 40% higher than                             
in 2020; for those aged 45-65 it’s more                        
than 50% higher; & for ages 15-44 it’s                 
running at nearly 100% higher.  

https://charleseisenstein.substack.com/p/elements-of-refusal 

USA & EUROPE SEE HUGE INCREASES IN 
EXCESS DEATHS IN 2021 OVER 2020 

PNGtree.com 



SARS-CoV-2  RT-PCR TESTS 
DIAGNOSTICALLY USELESS 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4172096/ 
https://off-guardian.org/2020/06/27/covid19-pcr-tests-are-scientifically-meaningless/ 

The foundation of the SARS-CoV-2 “Pandemic” is a                        
testing procedure called RT-PCR. Its inventor, Nobel                
Laureate Kary Mullis considered it to be useless as                 
diagnostic tool. He clearly affirmed: “There is a                             
common misimpression that the  [RT-PCR] viral-load                        
tests actually count the number of viruses in the blood,               
[however] these tests cannot detect free, infectious viruses                     
at all, they can only detect proteins…” which are not              
necessarily associated with, or unique to any given virus.  
 

In the public media, he vociferously opposed the tests widespread 
diagnostic usage for HIV (AIDS) in the 1990s. Not surprisingly, he 
conveniently died a few months before the Covid-19 “pandemic”. 
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“External Peer Review of the RT-PCR test to 
Detect SARS-CoV-2 Reveals 10 Major Scientific 
Flaws at the Molecular & Methodological level: 

Consequences for False Positive Results” 
 

Pieter Borger, Bobby Rajesh Malhotra, Michael Yeadon, Clare Craig, Kevin McKernan, 
Klaus Steger, Paul McSheehy, Lidiya Angelova, Fabio Franchi, Thomas Binder, Henrik 
Ullrich, Makoto Ohashi, Stefano Scoglio, Marjolein Doesburg-van Kleffens, Dorothea 
Gilbert, Rainer Klement, Ruth Schruefer, Berber W. Pieksma, Jan                                 
Bonte, Bruno H. Dalle Carbonare, Kevin P. Corbett, Ulrike Kämmerer. 
         

The 22 scientist’s conducting this peer reviewed                          
study concluded, inter alia: 
 

“If someone is tested by PCR as positive when a             
threshold of 35 cycles or higher is used (as is the                        
case in most laboratories in Europe & the US), the          
probability that said person is actually infected is less than 
3%, the probability that said result is a false positive is 97%.” 

https://cormandrostenreview.com/report 21	

Sept.17, 2021 



STAGGERINGLY USELESS 

https://www.greenmedinfo.com/blog/busted-11-covid-assumptions-based-fear-not-fact 

The RT-PCR test: 
 

i.  Has no RNA from the virus its                           
supposed to test for; 

ii.  Incapable of identifying or isolating                             
any type of virus; 

iii.  Doesn't provide RNA sequences                                 
of viral pathogens;  

iv.  Offers no baseline (gold standard) for  
comparison with patient samples; 

v.  & Cannot determine an infected from an 
uninfected sample.  
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The CDC 2019-Novel Coronavirus                                   
(2019-nCoV) Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic 
Panel (07/13/2020) on page 38 concludes: 
 
“Detection of viral RNA may not indicate the presence  
of infectious virus, or that 2019-nCoV is the causative 
agent for clinical symptoms... This test cannot rule out 
diseases caused by other bacterial or viral pathogens. ” 

CDC ADMITS IN MID-2020 
RT-PCR 

 TESTING IS INDEFINITE 
& UNRELIABLE  
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37 U.S. 
UNIVERSITIES 
48,299 NEW 

“CASES” 
TWO HOSPITALIZED 

& NO DEATHS 
 
“Positive” Test Results 
from Sept. 1 to 22, 2020 
– Falsely labeled 
Covid-19 “Cases”,  in       
an orchestrated Mass 
Media Propaganda 
Scheme 
https://threader.app/thread/1308496346454913026 24	
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Dr. David Rasnick iconoclastically observes that                                         
the identification of “SARS-Cov 2 does not even                                                  
come close to satisfying minimal scientific                                           
standards for identifying a virus.  It is very                                           
difficult & time-consuming to prove the                                            
existence of a new virus.” & it’s entirely                                           
“impossible” to prove that it causes any disease,                                           
if one doesn’t have “authentic virus” to begin with.  
 

“The PCR test works because it is the only thing that keeps the phony 
Corona virus pandemic going… The genetic sequences of… RNA 
viruses, are very unstable. So unstable in fact, there is no such thing 
as an un-mutated RNA virus. Viruses are like snowflakes, no two 
are identical... If diagnostic PCR testing was stopped immediately, 
COVID would vanish into thin air & the highly dangerous vaccines 
can be incinerated. I would be honored to strike the match.”  

RASNICK SPEAKS OUT ON THE “PANDEMIC”  

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/transcripts/register-today-experts-to-discuss-
covid-vaccines-censorship-impact-of-lockdowns-on-kids-more/  



THE RT-PCR TEST  
A PERFECT TOOL FOR CREATING & 

ELIMINATING A “PANDEMIC” AT WILL 
Obviously, the amplification cycle level that a testing                             
lab selects for the procedurally non-standardized RT-                           
PCR test is the real determinant of so-called “COVID-                              
177 cases”. Consequently, a “highly contagious pandemic”                            
can at will be easily created, or just as easily eliminated.   
 
To brainwash a credulous public into believing whatever they’re 
told about Covid-19 “vaccines” & coming “boosters”, the highly 
flexible RT-PCR test amplification cycle numbers will play the 
tune as the new propaganda schemes unfold. For example, under 
CDC orders, the double-standard perfidy of offering only the 
“fully vaccinated” lower cycle numbers has been implemented.  

26	https://sentinelksmo.org/cdc-maximum-28-ct-for-post-vaccine-covid-pcr-tests/ 



SARS-COV-2 VIRUS   
ACTUAL OR FAKE? 

https://off-guardian.org/2021/01/31/phantom-virus-in-search-of-sars-cov-2/  

Four (4) different  scientific teams produced the relevant research 
papers commonly referred to as proving the existence of SARS-
CoV-2. Each team - including individual members - were asked 
for proof of whether the electron-micrographs as depicted in  
their in-vitro experiments showed purified                                              
Novel Corona viruses. 
 

Not one team could answer “yes” to this most                                         
basic & important of questions, & no one would                                      
say that purification is not an essential  step in                           
verifying the existence of a new virus. No proof was                       
given that the origin of the virus genome was viral-like particles, 
or cellular debris, pure or impure, or particles of any kind. So, the 
existence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA is based upon faith, & not fact   
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SARS-COV-2 
“SCIENCE FICTION VIRUS” 

https://thefreedomarticles.com/dr-stefan-lanka-2020-article-reveals-virus-misconception/ 

Virologist Stefan Lanka explains how                                    
the fictional, never purified, or isolated,                                 
or microscopically photographed  SARS-                               
CoV-2 “Virus” came  into existence: 
 

“With only a few mouse clicks…. a [computer]           
program can create any [new] virus by putting         
together molecules of short parts of nucleic acids              
from dead tissue & cells with a determined biochemical 
composition, thus arranging them as desired into a  
longer genotype which is then declared to be the    
complete genome of the new virus… Thus, a  [“viral”]   
DNA sequence is invented which doesn’t exist in reality…”  
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Since the beginning of the 20th century, not one of the                      
officially declared viral pandemics 1957-58, 1968, 2009                            
has ever caused a detectable increase in yearly all-cause                   
mortality in the United States. Whereas the so-called                                  
1918 “influenza pandemic” was in actuality a pandemic                               
of bacterial pneumonia due, primarily to the highly debilitative stressors 
associated with World War One. This affords solid evidence that the 
“deadliness” of viruses is vastly exaggerated by officialdom. This is a tried 
& proven strategy for engendering widespread fear, thus ensuring the 
highly profitable mass marketing of allopathic drugs & vaccines. 
  

The popularized view that a new respiratory disease virus (SARS-CoV-2) 
“caused the excess deaths in the COVID-era (March-2020 to present) in 
the USA has to be considered an extravagant theory, contrary to 
empirical data & viral respiratory disease phenomenology…. A 
pandemic did not occur; but an unprecedented systemic aggression 
against large pools of vulnerable & disadvantaged residents of the USA.”   
 

THE TRUTH ABOUT “VIRAL PANDEMICS” 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/355574895_Nature_of_the_COVID-
era_public_health_disaster_in_the_USA_from_all-cause_mortality_and_socio-geo-economic_and_climatic_data 



By mid-2020 Dr. Stoian Alexov, a high-profile European 
pathologist who sits on the Advisory Board of the 
European Society of Pathology (ESP), representing 
national societies in 30 countries, reported that he & his 
colleagues across the European continent, have not found  
evidence of any deaths from the SARS-CoV-2. 
 

He referred to the World Health Organization (WHO) 
as a “criminal medical organization” for creating fear & 
chaos worldwide without providing objectively verifiable 
proof of a Pandemic. 

Confirmed in Personal Communication from Dr. S. Alexov, on Sept. 18, 2020l 30	



AUTOPSY FINDINGS OF EUROPEAN 
SOCIETY OF PATHOLOGY MEMBERS & 

PATHOLOGISTS WORLDWIDE 

Confirmed in Personal Communication from Dr. S. Alexov, on Sept. 18, 2020l 31	

Throughout the world pathologist conducted 
autopsies of Covid-19 labeled deaths, have 
consistently &  without exception failed to 
reveal any verifiable scientific proof that 
SARS-CoV-2, (as based upon its RNA 
sequences) is the causative agent of sicknesses 
& deaths occurring.  Moreover, there has been 
a consistent lack of clear evidence that the so-
called Covid-19 “pandemic” actually exists. 



CAUSATION OF  “COVID-19?” 

Personal Research Conducted in Feb. & July of 2021 

Despite massive fraudulent testing, misdiagnosis,                                    
false attribution; & deadly medical measures, an                                      
unusual illness did arise in early 2020 & in time faded                                       
out. It was experienced mostly in the elderly & immune-           
compromised. Thousands of physicians observed symptoms of                                     
poisoning, & not bacterial or viral infection. Moreover, early use                 
of the anti-parasitic medicines, Hydroxy-chloroquine, Ivermectin, &          
Niclosamide (often combined with Zinc) rapidly reversed symptoms.  
 
The intracellular parasite Babesia enters red blood cells & devours              
the cell’s oxygen supply & incubates for up to a 6 weeks. COVID-19  & 
Babesiosis share 24 identical symptoms including: severe Oxygen Loss 
(minus the congestion of Upper & Lower Respiratory Tract Infections); 
Fever or Chills; Dysphagia; Petechial Skin Rash; Photophobia; 
Thrombocytopenia; Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation; Jaundice; 
Loss of Taste, Tingling & Buzzing sensation in the body. It’s plausible 
that the parasites could have been administered via flu shots worldwide.  
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LOCKDOWNS - SOUND SCIENCE 
OVERRIDDEN BY A POLITICAL AGENDA 

https://dryburgh.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Great-Barrington-Declaration.pdf 

                   The explicitly anti-lockdown Great 
                  Barrington Declaration (Oct. 4, 
                 2020) was penned & issued by 
                  experts from Harvard, Stanford &       
                  Oxford Universities. More than               
                  40,000 physicians world-wide                            
        have  endorsed  & signed this     
       declaration. Internationally, vast 

numbers of experts continue to strongly oppose 
lockdowns as completely unnecessary & detrimental  to 
human physical, mental, & social health.  



MASKED DECEPTION 
PEER REVIEWED STUDY  

PALO ALTO/STANFORD UNIVERSITY 
CONDENSES 67 RESEARCH STUDIES 

Image credit: engin akyurt on Unsplash 34	



Medical Hypotheses 146 (2021) 110411 
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A team of British lawyers uncovered evidence that the                      
UK’s NHS early 2020 country-wide order to administer 
Midazolam to the elderly in Care Homes, caused an                    
extensive number of deaths, labeled as Covid-19 on                           
death certificates. The main thrust occurred in April &                      
May, with a predictable huge spike in mortality.  A two-                  
year supply of Midazolam was purchased at the outset of                     
the so-called “pandemic” & was exhausted by Oct. 2020.  
 

This drug can cause life-threatening aspiration problems & lead to 
permanent brain injury, or death. It is used in executions by lethal 
injection in the United States. Amnesty International reported 
that during this time period there was a blanket application of Do 
Not Resuscitate orders in all UK Care Homes. 

https://dailyexpose.co.uk/2021/08/17/lawyers-send-open-letter-to-uk-gov-
hancock-whitty-vallance-demanding-answers-on-alleged-mass-murder-in-care-
homes-through-the-use-of-midazolam/ 

Apparent Mass Murder in UK Care Homes   
via Govt. Midazolam Treatment Order 
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EXAMPLE OF MEDICAL INTERVENTION 
INCREASING DEATH RATES 

https://www.webmd.com/lung/news/20200422/most-covid-19-
patients-placed-on-ventilators-died-new-york-study-shows#1 

Northwell Health is New York State's                                    
largest hospital health care system.                                                                
It’s “COVID-19 Research Consortium”                                  
reported in April of 2020 that among                                      
2,634 advanced cases for whom 
outcomes were known, the overall death 
rate was 21%, but when their patients 
were put on ventilators the death rate 
rose to 88%. This posed a virtually 
immediate increase in the death rate by 
just over 400%.  

71	
https://www.webmd.com/lung/news/20200422/most-covid-19-
patients-placed-on-ventilators-died-new-york-study-shows#1 

VENTILATORS PRECIPITATE OVER 
400% INCREASE IN DEATH RATE  

Northwell Health is New York                           
State's largest hospital health care                 
system.   It’s “COVID-19 Research               
Consortium” reported in April of                                       
2020 that among 2,634 advanced                             
cases for whom outcomes were                                 
known, the overall death rate was                              
21%. However, as soon as their patients were                              
put on ventilators, the death rate shot up to      
88%. This represented an increase in the death  
rate of over 400%. 



https://www.geekwire.com/2020/bill-gates-says-world-will-need-7-billion-doses-covid-19-vaccine-stop-pandemic/ 
https://www.globalresearch.ca/bill-gates-and-the-depopulation-agenda-robert-f-kennedy-junior-calls-for-an-investigation/5710021 

BILL GATES SWEEPING AGENDA 
Bill Gates vision is that every man,                                   
woman & child on Earth will be                                
vaccinated with a Covid-19 Vaccine.                                   
He’s fast tracked 7 new “vaccine”                                         
factories to help produce the 7                                             
billion vaccine doses he claims                                                   
will end the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 

He publically affirmed that “if we do a really  great                                         
job on new vaccines, health care, reproductive health…  
[aka abortions], we lower [earth’s population] by…. 10 or 
15 percent.” Based on the world’s population of 7.8 billion, 
a 10 to 15% population reduction means an elimination of 
780 million to 1.17 billion people. 
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MODERNA’s COVID-19  “vaccine” design was 
completed before China had even reported the 
disease to be communicable & a week before the 
first “case” was confirmed in the U.S. The Vaccine 
was already manufactured & shipped to the 
National Institutes of Health for clinical trials, a 
month before the first U.S. death was even recorded.  
 
Conclusion - The so-called vaccine was already fully 
manufactured before the WHO had even designated 
the “pandemic” disease as “COVID-19” & well before 
the first U.S. resident had even died of the disease? 
This smells & spells F R A U D. 

MORE COMPELLING EVIDENCE 
OF PRE-MEDITATED FRAUD 

https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/12/moderna-covid-19-vaccine-design.html 39	



PHYSICIANS & BIOMEDICAL SCIENTISTS WARN 
DO NOT TAKE THE “VACCINE” 
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VACCINE TRIALS - HIGH EFFICACY 
CLAIMS CHALLENGED 

Pfizer Pfizer & Moderna widely publicized claims                     
of 95.1% & 94.7% mRNA “vaccine efficacy”                        
respectively. Peter Doshi, Associate Editor, of                                  
the British Medical Journal makes the cogent                    
observation: “First, a relative risk reduction is                               
being reported [for the vaccines], not absolute risk reduction, 
which appears to be less than 1%. Second, these results refer to the 
trials’ primary endpoint of Covid-19 of…. any severity, & 
importantly not the vaccine’s ability to save lives, nor the ability 
to prevent infection, nor the efficacy in important subgroups (e.g. 
frail elderly). Those still remain unknown. Third, these results 
reflect a time point relatively soon after vaccination, & we know 
nothing about vaccine performance at 3, 6, or 12 months….”  

https://blogs.bmj.com/bmj/2020/11/26/peter-doshi-pfizer-and-modernas-95-
effective-vaccines-lets-be-cautious-and-first-see-the-full-data/ 
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THE FACTS ON COVID-19  
MRNA “VACCINES” 

ü Vaccines take on average 7-12 years to                      
develop; the Covid-19 “vaccines” were              
rolled out in only 9 months time, with no long-
term human safety or effectiveness studies.  

 

ü Drug companies & medical practitioners           
are required to specify all “vaccine” risks & 
claimed benefits. This has not been done. 
Moreover, under U.S. Federal law no one can be 
forced to take experimental biologic drugs such 
as the mRNA so-called “vaccines”, without first 
obtaining their fully informed consent. 
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FALSE LABELING OF   
MRNA THERAPY AS “VACCINES” 

Pfizer & Moderna mRNA Covid-19 so-called                
“vaccines” are experimental gene interventions.               
Legal challenges need to be undertaken since                         
the consensually accepted medical definition                             
of a vaccine does not apply to these injections.                     
The term vaccines is being unjustifiably used to                    
ensure liability protections against all injuries &                 
deaths. This misnomer also unfairly exploits the                
general confidence of the public in the virtually        
universally accepted practice of vaccination. Thus it                 
is of legal concern that this constitutes fraudulent  
promotion & false advertising, thus precipitating extensive 
injuries & avoidable deaths of untold thousands of victims.  
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The COVID-19 genetic injections are now being 
administered to the millions by mandate & more 
tragically in some countries by force. It is the cause 
of systemic inflammation & organ injuries in the 
brain, heart, immune system, & bone marrow. 
Thus instead of preventing disease, it poses a major 
public health threat & has become a significant 
fountain-head of a whole new range  of serious 
illnesses leading to disabilities, hospitalizations, & 
innumerable deaths. This is truly stunning from a 
clinical perspective. The facts follow. 

MRNA INJECTIONS NOW PRECIPITATING  
SERIOUS DISABLEMENT &  

UNNUMBERED DEATHS 

https://www.americaoutloud.com/covid-19-vaccine-induce-disease-
emerges-as-leading-public-health-threat/ 
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April 23, 2021, the CDC’s Advisory Committee on         
Immunization Practices met in Atlanta, Georgia                                  
at which molecular biologist & toxicologist Dr.                               
J.C. Lindsay, called for an immediate halt to all                           
Covid-19 vaccinations. Her main concerns follow: 
  
I.  Covid “vaccines” are cross-reacting with the syncytin & 

reproductive proteins in sperm, ova, & placenta, leading          
to impaired fertility, reproductive & gestational outcomes.  

II.  All types of Covid-19 “vaccines”, across all age groups are 
causing coagulopathy (blood clotting system impairment).  

III.  Increases in Covid death rates are a direct effect of the 
“vaccine” campaigns. It is strongly recommended that all 
Covid vaccinations should cease immediately, before we 
“create a true pandemic that we cannot reign in”. 

PROMINENT SCIENTIST TELLS CDC TO 
IMMEDIATELY HALT ALL COVID-19 VACCINATIONS 

https://www.jennifermargulis.net/halt-covid-vaccine-research-scientist-urges-cdc/ 
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DISCLOSURE ON COVID�19 VACCINES 
WORSENING CLINICAL DISEASE 

Clinical Disease 

“COVID�19 vaccines designed to                                            
elicit neutralizing antibodies may                                
sensitize vaccine recipients to more                                   
severe disease than if they were not                            
vaccinated.”  
 

“Vaccines for SARS, MERS & RSV have                   
never been approved, & the data generated             
in the development & testing of these vaccines  
suggest a serious… concern that [these] vaccines…. 
may worsen COVID�19 disease via antibody�
dependent enhancement (ADE)…. [this] should be 
prominently & independently disclosed….”  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7645850/ 



SEVERE DANGERS POSED BY          
MRNA VACCINE CATIONIC LIPIDS 

https://www.primarydoctor.org/covidvaccine 47	

The  Covid-19 mRNA “vaccines” employ a Cationic lipid 
coating for the mRNA. This lipid coating is well known in 
biomedical research for its toxicity, because the (+) 
charged fats interact with the (–) charges on our amino 
acids, our cell membranes & the phosphates of our DNA.   
 

Cationic lipids are attracted to & are destructive toward: 
ü  Lungs; 
ü Mitochondria; 
ü  Liver; 
ü Red & White Blood Cells; 
ü  Immune System function; & 
ü Nervous System function; 



https://www.primarydoctor.org/covidvaccine 

GENETICALLY MODIFYING 
HUMANITY?  
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One of the most serious dangers with the                                
experimental mRNA “vaccines” is what                            
will happen when the injected mRNA comes                           
in contact with Reverse Transcriptase. This                                
enzyme is found in every human cell & we                
have tens of trillions of cells. Such contact                
will lead to the mRNA creating unpredictable              
& irreversible alterations in a person’s Genome.        
The Genome is all the genetic material we           
possess, including the Genes & the DNA. The 
Covid-19 “Vaccination” drive is treating millions       
of human beings as experimental Guinea Pigs.           
It is recklessly & perilously playing God. 



 
RNA BASED VACCINES & THE RISK          

OF PRION DISEASE  
 RNA based vaccines pose special risks of                            

inducing prion-based diseases caused by                           
activation of intrinsic proteins to form                              
prions. “The folding of TDP-43 & FUS into                          
their pathologic prion confirmations is                                  
known to cause ALS, front temporal lobar degeneration, 
Alzheimer’s disease & other neurological degenerative 
diseases.” In turn, these diseases could become “even more 
common & debilitating than the viral infection the vaccine is 
designed to prevent.” Moreover, “Approving a vaccine, 
utilizing novel RNA technology without extensive testing is 
extremely dangerous. The vaccine could be a bioweapon &  
even more dangerous than the original infection.” 

Classen JB., COVID-19 RNA Based Vaccines & the Risk of Prion Disease;                         
Microbiology & Infectious Diseases; Jan. 18, 2021; 5 (1): 1-3  
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SYNTHETIC  MRNA “VACCINES” APPEARS TO  
DISPLACE TUMOR-SUPPRESSING INNATE MRNA  
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In 2018 Sloan Kettering Institute researchers found                                    
that innate (natural) mRNA is vital for cancer tumour                 
suppression. Covid – 19 “vaccine’s” synthetic mRNA                                    
appears to be playing a role in interfering with or possibly                       
displacing this vital innate function. A substantial number                           
of people with chronic lymphocytic leukemia, have experienced 
inactivation of their tumour-suppressor genes at the mRNA level.     
Some believe mRNA vaccines could cause major susceptibility                   
to cancer growth among the vaccinated.  
 

A German physician was greatly alarmed to see “rapid deterioration” of 
his virtually cured cancer patients after Covid-19 “vaccination”. One 
patient was “almost clear of metastasis & had a scan 2 weeks after [the 
Covid-19] vaccine” & is now full of cancer. “Four weeks before… he was 
in perfect shape so were his blood works....” 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-018-0465-8#citeas 
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REPORTS OF CANCER EXPLODING 
AFTER COVID-19 INJECTIONS  

VigiAccess, a WHO database that collects                 
Covid-19 vaccine side-effects has reported                    
3,709 cases of “neoplasms” or new tumors               
including breast, lung & brain cancers, plus numerous 
noncancerous tumor growths following vaccination. 
  

In the U.S. VAERS has recorded large numbers of brain 
tumors, breast cancers, mouth tumors, skin tumors & 
colon cancers erupting soon after Covid-19 shots. 
Doctors describe tumors “exploding” & rapidly 
increasing in size; tumors ulcerating, & new symptoms 
appearing, & unexpected metastasis of old cancers. 
Unbridled cancer stories continue to pour in. Research 
on this serous issue is urgently needed.  

https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/thousands-report-developing-
abnormal-tumors- following-covid-shots/  
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UTERINE CANCER DIAGNOSIS 
INCREASES 2,000% SINCE COVID-19 

VACCINES ROLL-OUT 

      Going back to as early as March 18, 2021 Dr. Ryan Cole,                        
      a board-certified pathologist, reported publicly in a                          
      video produced by  the State of Idaho’s “Capitol Clarity”            
      project, that he's seeing a massive increase in certain                             
      cancers since the Covid-19 vaccines rollout. He speaks of 
      observing in clients a large drop in CD 8 & Killer T Cells 
      which stave off cancer-growth in the body.  

 

      He observes: “Since January 1, in the laboratory, I’m                      
seeing a 20 times increase of endometrial [uterine] cancers over 
what I see on an annual basis. I’m not exaggerating at all because 
I look at my numbers year over year.” Dr. Cole also indicated that 
invasive thick melanomas are “skyrocketing”.  

https://adarapress.com/2021/09/15/cancermayo-trained-pathologist-reports-
a-20-times-increase-of-cancer-in-vaccinated-patients-ive-never-seen-this-many-
endometrial-cancers-before/ 



FORMER PFIZER CHIEF SCIENTIST & VP     
DR. MICHAEL YEADON WARNING 

The mRNA “vaccine’s” stimulation of “non-                             
neutralizing antibodies” can lead to Antibody-                       
Dependent Amplification, (ADA) typically                                       
months after “vaccination”. This can be fatal.                                          
Dr. Michael Yeadon confirms that such fatalities                           
occurred in multiple Corona vaccine animal tests.  
Antibodies attacking spike proteins of SARS-CoV-2                                     
will occur. Spike proteins contain syncytin-homologous proteins - 
essential for placenta formation in humans - so permanent 
infertility could occur in “vaccinated” women, & possibly men. 
The “vaccines” contain polyethylene glycol (PEG). Since 70% of 
people develop antibodies against PEG, large numbers could 
experience disabling or fatal anaphylactic shock reactions to the 
vaccination. Widespread disablement & deaths are now occurring. 
 https://theliberal.ie/doctor-and-former-pfizer-vp-claims-rushed-vaccine-could-cause-

permanent-infertility-and-other-catastrophic-side-effects/ 
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 BOOSTER SHOTS FOR COVID MUTATIONS UNNEEDED 
COULD PRECIPITATE MASS DEPOPULATION 

Dr. Yeadon vehemently warns against younger                                          
people getting the experimental “vaccine” when                                       
they’re at a virtually no risk of being harmed by                                           
COVID, but at tremendous risk of  being harmed                                                
by the rushed experimental vaccines. Moreover,                                        
“Trying to persuade pregnant women in their 20s                                           
to be vaccinated: What kind of unethical monster does that?” 
 
“All the ‘fear porn’ the media is hyping over the ‘COVID variants’ or 
mutations is unfounded, because… they’re really the same. All of the 
variants are so similar to the original, there’s no chance what-so-ever 
that you’re body will see them as anything new.” So now the drug 
companies are insanely rushing to make totally unnecessary new vaccines 
for the variants. He tersely warns: “My significant fear is, if somebody 
wanted to arrange a situation where mass depopulation could be 
accomplished, this would probably be a perfect way of doing it.” 

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/former-pfizer-vice-president-dr-yeadon-covid-variants-
not-more-dangerous-booster-shots-not-needed-but-could-be-used-for-mass-murder/ 
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Compelling Evidence of  
Orchestrated Population 

Reduction 
Attaining Lethal Outcomes 
 

Dr. Mike Yeadon has concluded that VAERS reporting                   
evidence points to only 5% of “vaccine” batches / lots                             
being associated with virtually all deaths. These deaths                             
are  definitely not occurring randomly. There is a patterned                                       
quiet period between each of the lethal batches, the                                      
purpose of which is clearly for Baseline Establishment.  
 

Moreover, he notes that the pharmaceutical companies are acting in  
a coordinated relay, so as to not intrude on each other's time-slot for 
administering their respective lethal batches.  (When company A  
is deploying lethal batches, companies B & C are deploying only 
harmless batches.) It’s absolutely impossible that this is a chance 
event & poses unequivocal evidence of orchestrated murder. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/IINEncLH3hk1/  &  https://rense.com/general96  
f    



Adverse Reactions (Including Deaths) From Pfizer’s 9,500 Batches in 
USA 2021. Toxicity not random, but clusters together sequentially. 
Toxicity increases, peaks & decreases in steps linearly over time.   
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It appears Spike Protein & other Toxicant Contamination is now 
being experienced by thousands worldwide who didn’t take the Covid-19 
“vaccine”, but who’ve come in close contact with the “vaccinated”. 
Research is needed to know precisely what’s being transmitted & how.  
 

Deleterious symptoms being reported include: 
  
§  Massive Headaches; 
§  Miscarriages; 
§  Reduction in Breast Milk; 
§  Sudden Nosebleeds;  
§  Micro-Clotting & Sudden Bruising throughout Body; 
§  Excessively Heavy Menstrual Bleeding in Younger Women;  
§  Post-Menopausal Bleeding in Elderly Women; 
§  Sterility among both Women & Men & 
§  Rear legs paralyzed in small dogs & cats (a Graphene Oxide symptom.)  

https://thefreedomarticles.com/bizarre-phenomenon-unvaccinated-
getting-sick-being-around-the-covid-vaxxed/ 

“NON-VACCINATED” BEING ADVERSELY                
AFFECTED BY THE “VACCINATED” 



WORLDWIDE REPORTS OF 
SURGE IN “COVID-19” AMONG  “VACCINATED” 
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* Take Note:  It’s now apparent that varied Vaccine 
Adverse Events are being labeled as “Covid-19 
Cases”, for which the unvaccinated are being blamed. 
 

By June 1, 2021 over 99% of Gibraltar's population 
was fully “vaccinated”. Since that time, the rate of 
new Covid-19 cases per day have increased more than 
2,500%. 
 

In Singapore, 75% of new Covid-19 cases have been 
previously “vaccinated”. 
 

In Iceland 90% of 40 to 70 year olds, & 98%,   of 
those over 70 are fully “vaccinated”, yet there have 
been massive increases in new Covid-19 cases. 

  https://newsrescue.com/2500-covid-spike-seen-in-spain-peninsula-
despite-99-vaccinated-population-similar-pattern-observed-globally/ 



ISRAEL MOST HEAVILY MRNA VACCINATED 
COUNTRY ON EARTH  

Pfizer CEO A. Bourla stated: “I believe Israel has become the world’s 
lab right now…” In only 8 weeks of targeting all age groups, over 90% 
of all Israelis over 60 had received Pfizer’s mRNA vaccine. Results? 
  
ü  The number of “Covid-19” (more likely vaccine)                               

deaths virtually doubled all recorded deaths in the                       
preceding ten month period -  2,700 deaths.  

ü  Covid-19 cases [more likely vaccine shedding events)               
among infants soared by a whopping “1,300% from 400 cases in 
under two year olds on Nov. 20, 2020 to 5,800 in Feb. 2021.”  

ü  Orthodox Jews went en masse to get vaccinated, while Israel-based 
Arabs did not. In the early stages there was a rise of 1500% in 
morbidity (more likely vaccine adverse events) cases among these 
Jews & major drop in morbidity among Arabs. 

  https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/03/no_author/operation-vaxx-all-deplorables-
codename-satans-poker-2/ 59	



PFIZER MRNA “VACCINE”                    
PROVEN DEADLY 

https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/experimental-vaccine-death-rate-for-israels-
elderly-40-times-higher-than-covid-19-deaths-researchers 

Dr. Hervé Seligmann, & colleague at Aix-Marseille                         
Univ. in France conducted a scientific mathematical                            
analysis on data provided by the Israeli Health                               
Ministry. It revealed that during a recent five-week                        
vaccination period in Israel, Pfizer mRNA  gene                              
therapy injections had already killed “about 40                                       
times [4,000%] more elderly people than the                                  
disease itself would have killed”. 
 

The situation is even worse for younger people for among those 
under age 65, the vaccines killed 260 times more people than would 
have ostensibly died from “Covid-19”.  All of these deaths occurred 
within a short time-frame after the vaccines were administered. It 
remains to be seen what will happen in the longer-term future.	
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PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE PREDICTS 
PROBABLE MRNA “VACCINE” MASS DEATHS 

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/01/bill-sardi/horrific-latent-deaths- predicted-
among-the-elderly-by-genetics-professor-after-immunization-with- rna-vaccines/ 
 

According to Prof. Doris Cahill, the “vaccinated”                       
person becomes a genetically modified organism.             
Months after the injections (in the range of 6 to                          
16 months), the “adaptive immune system kicks                         
in” & creates antibodies. The immune system                       
begins destroying the body’s vital organs, wherein              
many millions are likely to die due to organ failure.  
 

“Vaccinees” will present as sepsis initially & then death by 
organ failure. Sepsis, organ failure & death occurred in a 
significant number of animals when mRNA “vaccines” were 
tested on them. In some trials 100% of cats & ferrets died. 
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PHYSICIAN CHARLES HOFFE MD: 
MRNA JABS “WILL KILL MOST PEOPLE” 

With tens of trillions of spike proteins being                                                   
injected via mRNA vaccines, 75% of which spread                                         
throughout the body, & the body itself becoming a                                              
spike protein factory, the consequences are                                           
devastating. The spike proteins become embedded                                                 
in the cell wall of the vascular endothelium (the cells                                             
lining the blood vessels). Blood platelets will detect the vessels as being 
physically damaged & form blood clots which will stop blood flow. 
 

Micro-vascular blood clotting is only detectable with a D-dimer test. 
Among Dr. Hoffe’s mRNA “vaccinated” patients, 62% tested positive for 
this form of blood clotting. With less blood flow & oxygen going to the 
brain, spinal cord, heart & lungs these, organs become permanently 
damaged. There will be a certain onset of pulmonary artery hypertension, 
which inevitably leads to heart failure.  In his words:  “These Shots Are 
Causing Huge Damage & The Worst Is Yet To Come.” 

https://principia-scientific.com/doctor-heart-failure-from-mrna-jabs-
will-kill-most-people/ 



“Underreporting” is a major limitation of passive surveillance 
systems, including VAERS. VAERS receives reports for only a small 
fraction of actual adverse events. Harvard Pilgrim Health Care’s, 3 
year study on Adverse Event Surveillance (1.4 million doses of 45 
different vaccines, 376,452 people) was submitted to the DHHS, & 
documented that “fewer than 1% of vaccine adverse events are 
reported.” It recommended that “New surveillance methods for 
drug & vaccine adverse effects are needed.”   
 
Despite such extremely small fractional reporting, the U.S. National 
Vaccine Injury Compensation Program (VICP) has to date paid out 
to vaccine victims approximately 4 billion 500 million dollars in 
damages. 

Harvard Pilgrim Health Care, Inc.; Electronic Support for Public Health –                  
Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (ESP:VAERS) 09/30/10.  63	



Research evidence & analyses of COVID-19 
death & injury cases reported to VAERS  
points to there being approximately 150,000 
case reports that are now missing from the 
database.  
 

The question to be asked is whether these 
deleted reports are all deaths?  
 

 
https://www.scribd.com/document/526093394/The-Vaccine-Death-Report 
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THERE WERE AS MANY VACCINE RELATED DEATHS 
REPORTED TO VAERS  

DEC 1, 2020 TO JUNE 4, 2021  
THAN ALL REPORTED VACCINE DEATHS IN THE 

PRECEDING 29 YEAR PERIOD.	

VAERS REPORTS 
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https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/cdc-5888-dead-329021-injuries-from-covid-19-
shots-more-than-previous-29-years-of-vaers-vaccine-deaths/ 
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https://vaersanalysis.info/2021/12/01/vaers-summary-for-covid-19-vaccines-
through-11-19-2021/ 



67	https://vaersanalysis.info/2021/12/01/vaers-summary-for-covid-19-vaccines-
through-11-19-2021/ 
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https://vaersanalysis.info/2021/12/01/vaers-summary-for-covid-19-vaccines-
through-11-19-2021/ 
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ANALYSES OF VAERS DATA REVEALS          
IN EXCESS OF 150,000 LIKELY DEAD 

FROM COVID-19 VACCINES 

        The FDA's Vaccine Advisory Committee met on the 
        issue of Pfizer COVID-19 booster shots on Friday, 
        Sept.17, 2021. Dr. Jessica Rose who was present, 
         spoke of a 1000% increase in adverse events over all 
                    previous vaccines to this time due to COVID   
       vaccines. She’d recently completed a report on 

how “Analysis of the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting 
System (VAERS) database can be used to estimate the 
number of  excess deaths caused by the COVID vaccines.” 
Her conclusion is that as of Aug. 28, 2021 it’s likely “over 150,000 
Americans have been killed by the current COVID vaccines.”  

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/bombshell-fda-allows-
whistleblower-testimony-that-covid-19-vaccines-are-killing-and-
harming-people/   https://healthimpactnews.com 
 



CDC - COVID-19 VACCINES ARE                           
URGENT & “SAFE” FOR PREGNANT WOMEN 
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The miscarriage rate among pregnant Covid-19 vaccinees in the U.S. 
during the first 20 weeks of pregnancy is 82% to 91%. This represents 
up to a 900% greater rate than the norm. In applying Pilgrim Health’s 
study findings to the VAERS recorded 2,809 fetal deaths by Nov. 26, 
2021, the true number of miscarriages approximates 28o,000.  
 https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/2809-dead-babies-in-vaers-following-covid-shots-as-new-

documents-prove-pfizer-the-fda-and-the-cdc-knew-the-shots-were-not-safe-for-pregnant-women/ 
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Two physicians have filed a criminal                                              
complaint with the police against British                              
Columbia provincial health authorities,                                              
on behalf of 13 Covid-19 vaccinated                                             
mother’s who in a 24 hour period at                                                    
the Lion’s Gate Hospital, tragically                                                       
lost their babies to stillbirths. Normally, it takes 13 months for  
this number of stillbirths to occur at this Vancouver hospital. 
https://breaking-news.ca/13-stillborn-deaths-in-24-hours-rally-lions-gate-hospital-
vancouver-british-columbia/ 
 

In Waterloo, Ontario a total of 86 vaccinated mothers experienced 
stillbirths between January & July of 2021. This compares with 
what is normally 5 or 6 stillbirths annually. These stillbirths 
represent 28.5 times (2,850 %) the normal rate of occurrence. 
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/latest-devastating-news-on-the-vaccine 
 
 
 

STILLBIRTHS SKYROCKETING 
AMONG VACCINATED MOTHERS 
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LEGAL ACTION SEEKS FEDERAL COURT  
INJUNCTION TO  IMMEDIATELY HALT  ALL 

COVID-19 “VACCINATIONS” IN DISTRICT OF FILING 

America’s Frontline Doctors (AFLDS) filed                                           
a motion in Federal court on July 19, 2021                             
seeking immediate injunction to stop the                                         
use COVID-19 experimental vaccines for:                              
Anyone 18 & younger; all who’ve recovered                                  
from  COVID-19, & every American who has                                    
not received informed consent as defined by federal law.  
 

Moreover: 
 

ü  There is no emergency,  
ü  Vaccines do not prevent SARS-CoV-2 or COVID. 
ü  Risks of the vaccine, significantly outweigh benefits. 
ü  There are adequate alternatives to vaccines. 

https://tapnewswire.com/2021/07/45000-deaths-reported-to-vaers-on-
just-one-of-a-dozen-reporting-channels-whistleblower/ 
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In this legal action, a Federal Govt. Whistleblower with expertise 
in healthcare data analytics employing CMS Medicare & Medicaid 
data, submitted a sworn statement under penalty of perjury. She 
Claims that the actual number of COVID vaccine deaths within 72 
hours of vaccination approximates 45,000. Since this number is 
from only one (1) of twelve (12) reporting systems in the U.S., if 
accepted as an average, this translates into 540,000 deaths.   

LEGAL ACTION SEEKS FEDERAL COURT  
INJUNCTION TO HALT  COVID-19 “VACCINATIONS” 

https://tapnewswire.com/2021/07/45000-deaths-reported-to-vaers-on-
just-one-of-a-dozen-reporting-channels-whistleblower/ 
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CDC –VAERS REPORTS 19,249 DEATHS 
& 913,268  INJURIES 
AS OF NOV. 19, 2021  

When applying the findings of the Harvard 
Pilgrim Health Care’s, 3 year study on the 
VAERS Passive Adverse Event Surveillance 
System, this figure actually approximates:  

1,924,000 deaths 
https://vaersanalysis.info/2021/12/01/vaers-summary-for-covid-19-
vaccines-through-11-19-2021/ 



75	https://notaakhirzaman.com/6880/ 



76	Note: Eudravigilance passive system covers  27 of the 50 countries of Europe 



DEATHS & SERIOUS INJURIES TO NOV. 20, 2021  
EUDRAVIGILANCE USES PASSIVE REPORTING 

REPORTS ARE A SMALL FRACTION OF ACTUAL 
 

PFIZER  mRNA “Vaccine” 14,526 Deaths & 1,323,370 Injuries 
 

MODERNA  mRNA “Vaccine” 8,518  Deaths & 390,163 Injuries 
 

 
 

Cardio-Vascular System   
Blood & Lymphatic System  
Musculoskeletal System  
Respiratory-Thoracic System 
Nervous System 
Gastrointestinal Track 
 77	https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/31014-deaths-2890600-injuries-following-covid-shots-in-
european-database-of-adverse-reactions-as-young-previously-healthy-people-continue-to-die/ 

Deaths & Injuries Primarily  Related to:  
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Surveillance for Adverse Events After COVID-19 
mRNA Vaccination 

 

Issue Examined: “Are mRNA COVID-19 vaccines 
associated with increased risk for serious health 
outcomes during days 1 to 21 after vaccination?” 
 

“This analysis found no significant associations between 
vaccination with mRNA COVID-19 vaccines & selected 
serious health outcomes 1 to 21 days after vaccination.…”  

 
THE BIG COVER-UP TAKES THE 

OFFENSIVE WITH EVEN BIGGER LIES 
 

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2784015  
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On Oct 5, 2021 HHS's ASPE office                  
announced its findings “…that mRNA                   
vaccinations were linked to a reduction                               
of approximately 265,000 COVID-19              
infections, 107,000 hospitalizations, &              39,000 
deaths among Medicare beneficiaries between 
January and May 2021.” How could the two mRNA 
Vaccines with an absolute efficacy rate of less than one 
percent (0.7% & 0.6% - see slide 38) achieve such 
astounding results on a non-existent disease?  They 
didn’t, it’s just another baseless fabrication. 

https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2021/10/05/new-hhs-report-vaccination-
linked-to-a-reduction-of-over-a-quarter-million-covid-19-cases.html 
 

 
THE BIG COVER-UP TAKES THE 

OFFENSIVE WITH EVEN BIGGER LIES 
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TRUE FACT CHECKING OR 
JUST OTHER LAYERS OF                

MASS DECEPTION? 
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On May 10, 2021, the FDA expanded the use of                                                
Pfizer’s mRNA “vaccine” to children as young                                                    
as 12, claiming the “vaccine” is “safe”, despite                                             
thousands of “vaccine” deaths reported by VAERS.  
 

In response, America’s Frontline Doctors (AFD)                                           
& parents filed a motion for a temporary restraining                                        
order in a U.S. District Court to prevent the FDA’s                                     
expansion of the emergency use authorization (EUA) of COVID-19 
“vaccines” from including children under 16 years of age.  Children & 
infants in the U.S. are at statistically zero risk for “COVID-19” mortality. 
The data shows that the survivability rate for patients under age 20 labeled 
as COVID-19 cases is 99.997 percent. 
 

Dr. A. Farella MD, Pediatric Medical Director for AFD affirmed that 
historically “The… Swine Flu vaccine was pulled for 25 deaths. But now, by 
the CDC’s own data, we are seeing a 12,000 percent increase in deaths 
with these vaccines & they’re still talking about giving this to our kids.” 
 

LEGAL MOTION TO RESTRAIN USE OF 
PFIZER’S MRNA “VACCINE” ON CHILDREN 
 

https://lists.youmaker.com/links/OPZekpFYHC/jLsm7EC3t/fw7TfQz3i4i/KQloswN3Rp 
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Without precedent, the UK Government overruled the Joint Committee 
on Vaccination & Immunisation (JCVI) & made the Pfizer mRNA 
“vaccine” available to all 12 to 17 yr. olds in England. By mid-Oct. 2021 one 
third of children had received the shot. Recent data from England’s ONS 
reveals that since offering children the injection, by late Nov. 2021 deaths 
among children are running 44% higher than the 5 year average. The 
following table depicts cumulative deaths per-week.  

https://dailyexpose.uk/2021/11/24/child-deaths-increasing-since-offered-covid-vaccine/ 



Famous People who’ve died of Covid-19 who weren’t 
already seriously ill, or Hospitalized  for other illnesses:     
 

NONE         
   

Famous People who died within 2 weeks after taking 
the Covid-19 mRNA injections: 
 
Hank Aaron; 
 
Larry King; 
 
Rush Limbaugh; & 
 
Marvin Hagler. 
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85	https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/covid-19-bioweapon-shots-continue-to-kill-
and-maim-people-across-the-world/ 



86	https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/2610-dead-babies-in-vaers-after-covid-shots-more-fetal-
deaths-in-11-months-than-past-30-years-following-all-vaccines-as-scotland-begins-investigation/ 
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Young People – Covid-19 Injections  
Deaths & Devastation 

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/we-are-destroying-the-lives-of-our-
young-with-experimental-covid-injections/ 



28 Year Old Ph.D. Physical Therapist from 
Indiana, Dies 2 Days After mRNA “Vaccine” 

Haley Brinkmeyer 

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/28-year-old-phd-physical-therapist-dead-2-days-after-being-
injected-with-covid-experimental-mrna-vaccine/ 
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Jeanie-Marie Evans 

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/kansas-city-council-woman-dead-hours-after-
receiving-experimental-covid-injection/ 89	



39 Year Old Mom & Surgical Technician 
from Utah is Dead  

4 days After Receiving the 2nd Experimental 
Moderna mRNA COVID Injection 

Her Liver, Kidney & Heart Shut Down 

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/39-year-old-surgical-technician-and-
mother-dies-4-days-after-second-experimental-moderna-covid-mrna-shot/ 90	



Brooklyn attorney & television commentator 
Midwin Charles is dead at age 47 after apparently 
several days of suffering having received an 
experimental mRNA Covid-19 “Vaccine”. 
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39 Yr. Old British Model With No 
Underlying Health Conditions Dies Days 

After 1st Covid-19 “Vaccine” 

Stephanie 
           Dubois   

https://theliberal.ie/british-model-with-no-underlying-health-
conditions-dies-following-adverse-reaction-to-covid-19-vaccine/ 



India’s Public Health Ambassador Vivek 
Who widely promoted COVID-19 “vaccine”, dies 

just 24 hours after taking it.	

https://www.planet-today.com/2021/04/indias-health-ambassador-
dies-one-day.html#gsc.tab=0 93	



A global legal & scientific team of more than                                           
1,000 lawyers & over 10,000 medical experts,                                             
led by Dr. Reiner Fuellmich, has initiated legal                       
proceedings against the Centers for Disease                                     
Control, the World  Health Organization                                      
& other entities for Crimes Against Humanity. 
 

Despite calls from over 85,000 physicians, nurses, virologists & 
epidemiologists in dozens of countries to immediately halt further 
promotion & administration of the Covid-19 experimental genome 
altering drugs AKA “Vaccines”, all such calls are being systematically 
suppressed. These actions, associated fraud & intentional criminal 
misconduct, contextual to the Covid-19 “Pandemic” & “Vaccination” 
drive, stand in direct violation of: 
 

§  All 10 of the Nuremberg codes (which carry the death penalty)   
§  The Declaration of Helsinki & 
§  Articles 32 & 147 of the Geneva Convention. 

“CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY” 

https://sarahwestall.com/1000-lawyers-and-10000-doctors-have-filed-a-lawsuit-for-violations-of-the-nuremberg-code/ 
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LAWSUITS CHALLENGING COVID-19 
“PANDEMIC” & “VACCINE” FRAUD 

A detailed compilation of the numerous investigative 
hearings & legal actions underway up to August 20,           
2021. An overview of these specific legal investigations   
& interventions is found at: https://ratical.org/
PandemicParallaxView/Lawsuits-C19-False-Claims.html 
  
This same link includes URLs for viewing the large 
number of hearings & Special Sessions conducted            
by the Corona Committee. Since July of 2020, this 
Committee has been conducting live, multi-hour 
hearings with world recognized experts & witnesses on 
the Covid-19 “Pandemic”, mRNA “vaccines”, etc.  It is 
committed to ensuring independent, transparent & 
evidence-based analyses.  



DEATH BY MEDICINE 
The book Death by Medicine, (2011 revised 
edition) meticulously documents that annually 
in the United States there are an approximate: 
2,200,000 adverse reactions to medical drugs 
& vaccines, as well as 784,000 deaths related 
to medical drugging, vaccines, & related 
invasive measures. This is a comparable loss of 
life to 1,568 full jumbo jet fatality crashes.  
 

Thus iatrogenesis, (from the Greek meaning 
“brought forth by the healer”) has become  the 
leading cause of death in the nation, actually 
exceeding the respective annual death rates for 
Cardiovascular Disease, & Cancer.  
Null G., Feldman M., Rasio D., & Dean C.; Death by Medicine; Prakitos 
Books, Mount Jackson, Virginia; Revised Edition; 2011, pp. 1-157. 96	



The “Pandemic” has been a long-planned-for globally             
orchestrated terror campaign, designed to hypnotically                   
transfix the peoples of Earth by touting an invisible killer “virus”             
as the great enemy that only the armamentarium of allopathic drugs    
& vaccines can do battle with & conquer. However, to poison the ill       
with increasingly toxic drugs to make them well, & even more deadly 
“vaccines” to keep them well, amounts to delusional folly. In truth, this 
is a vast criminal enterprise, arrayed in the trusted & respected garbs 
of “science”, as it assiduously plants the seeds of disablement & death 
in human lives, seemingly everywhere.  
 

Such approaches for reversing & preventing human diseases, whether 
degenerative or infectious, are nothing more than crude & destructive 
counterfeits. Nature affords a rich array of far superior, non-disabling 
healing methods & agencies, including simple non-toxic botanical 
medicines as designed by our infinitely wise & beneficent Creator.  

POISONING THE ILL & THE WELL 
A SLAP IN THE FACE OF LAW & ORDER 
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² Anti-Bacterial & Anti-Viral, aiding in prevention &                                    
reversal of Pneumonia, Influenza & other infections 

² Aids in control & normalization of Blood Sugar levels 
² Antioxidant properties supports healthy Cell Growth 
² Assists in Digestive processes 
²  Lowers High Blood Pressure 
²  Increases number & potency of T lymphocyte (NK                     

cells) reducing Cancer risk & aids in Cancer reversal. 
² Reduces Inflammation 
²  Supports reduction of Anxiety 
²  Effective internally & topically as treatment for                                

venomous bites of snakes, reptiles & insects 

A VIABLE ALTERNATIVE - ECHINACEA 
NO ADVERSE EFFECTS & NO DRUG OR VACCINE CAN COMPARE 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1193558/
#:~:text=Our%20results%20have%20shown%20that,life%20span%20of%20leukemic%20mice. 
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With hundreds of natural constituents,             
Common Juniper, called by the Gitskan              
people “boughs of the supernatural” is a      
traditional treatment for a wide range of               
health conditions.  
 

This remarkable plant exhibits:                       
Antiseptic; Bactericidal; Antiviral; Fungicidal; 
Analgesic; Anesthetic; & Sedative properties. 
Additionally, it is effective in the prevention & 
reversal of: Spasms; Fevers; Inflammation; Edema; 
Allergies; Arterial Plaques; Liver Cirrhosis; Diabetes 
& Cancer. 

A VIABLE ALTERNATIVE – COMMON JUNIPER 
NO ADVERSE EFFECTS & NO DRUG OR VACCINE CAN COMPARE 

L.M. Johnson; Journal of Ethnobiology & Ethnomedicine, Volume 2, No. 29; June, 2006; Athabasca Univ. 
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“Truth is Missing & Whoever Does Right Becomes a 
Prey… There was no Justice.” Isaiah 59:15	

 
The “COVID-19 Consumer Protection Act” was                                   
signed into law in Dec. 2020. It states: “It shall be                       
unlawful for any person, partnership, or corporation                        
to engage in a deceptive act or practice… that is                      
associated with… the treatment, cure, prevention,               
mitigation, or diagnosis of COVID–19.” 
 
The U.S. Dept. of Justice is unjustly using this Act to openly make 
war upon those who advocate  natural healing products & therapies 
to prevent or treat COVID-19.  Thus this Act could more aptly be 
titled the “COVID-19 Pharmaceutical Profits Protection Act.”        
The actual “deceptive” acts & practices are being conducted by the 
criminal planners, implementers & propagandists of the “Pandemic” 
& the highly dangerous & deadly COVID-19 “vaccines”.  

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/covid-natural-remedies-banned-as-
doj-and-ftc-seek-to-silence-doctors-promoting-vitamin-d-c-zinc-etc/ 100	



So a govt. dept. called “Justice” now preys upon                
practitioners recommending highly researched                        
wide-spectrum anti-bacterial & anti–viral vitamins                           
such as D, C, A; minerals such as Zinc; & traditional               
plant medicines. The FTC has already issued hundreds                  
of warning letters to doctors, clinics & companies that                 
are promoting natural healing preventatives & therapies             
for Covid-19, to desist from all such activity.   
 

The first victim to be charged by the Dept. of Justice under 
this new law is a St. Louis Chiropractor who recommends 
Vitamin D & Zinc supplements to his clients. He was recently 
indicted as a “criminal” & faces  a $10,000 fine upon conviction.  

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/covid-natural-remedies-banned-as-
doj-and-ftc-seek-to-silence-doctors-promoting-vitamin-d-c-zinc-etc/ 101	

“Truth is Missing & Whoever Does Right Becomes a 
Prey… There was no Justice.” Isaiah 59:15	

 



THIS BOOK AVAILABLE AT AMAZON 
The public has been continually 
terrorized by sensationalized media 
reports about the Avian Flu virus, H5N1. 
SARS, BSE, hepatitis C, AIDS, Ebola, and 
now Covid-19.  
 
However, this virus mayhem ignores very 
basic scientific facts: the existence, deadly 
effects & communicability of these agents 
have never been scientifically proven.  
 

This book steers the discussion back into 
genuine  scientific debate. It puts medical 
experiments, clinical trials, statistics & 
governmental policies under the 
microscope. The authors cite dozens of 
highly renowned scientists & present 
approximately 1,100 scientific references. 
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NOTE: For those who’ve been “vaccinated”,  or those who are in 
frequent close physical contact with the vaccinated, these can be 
potentially life-saving measures all of which are very safe:  
 
Suramin – Inhibits synthetic mRNA’s production of spike proteins 
(in White/Red Pine needle tea). 
 

Shikimate - Cancer fighting, antiviral, antimicrobial, anticoagulant & 
antithrombotic properties. Found in: White/Red Pine needles, Gingko 
Biloba, Comfrey, Fennel, St. John’s Wort, Feverfew & Horsemint. 
 

Nattokinase - Prevents micro-vascular blood clotting. 
 

Bromelain  - This enzyme effectively breaks down & eliminates spike 
proteins in the body. 
 

Carbon 60 & or Zeolite – Reverses “vaccine” induced disturbances 
in the body’s energetic field (magnetism).  
 

Glutathione (Liposomal best), & or High Dose Liposomal 
Vitamin C – Neutralizes the semi-metal Graphine Oxide & other 
toxicants such as aluminum & mercury in the “vaccines”. 
 

THE END 103	


